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Welcome back to the new academic year at Hillcrest Academy. We are thrilled to start the year with your children in 
our newly renovated classrooms and learning areas that have been designed to help further support your child’s 
learning.   
 

Creative curriculum theme: ‘I Have A Dream…’ 
We are delivering our Creative Curriculum theme with the hope that children will finish the term with the clear 
mentality that they are able to achieve anything they desire. Through the term, the children will learn about: the diet of 
Olympians and Paralympians; important black people in history; and the opportunities available for people with 
disabilities in the UK compared with those around the world.  
 

Key learning: 
Maths: In maths our key learning in Year 5 will be focussed on place value, learning to read, write, order and compare 

numbers before moving on to learning how to add and subtract five digit numbers using column methods and finally 

multiplication and division using short methods.  

English: The key learning in English will focus on the writing of different sentence types using correct punctuation. We 

will begin by using the different sentence types in stories and then biographies. These sentence types will build on 

previous learning and extend your child’s knowledge of different techniques used by authors.  

 

Key reading text(s): The Boy in the Dress – David Walliams. 
 
The Boy in the Dress will be used to support our Creative Curriculum through acknowledging 
diversity, overcoming personal obstacles and dealing with different relationships.  
 
The book follows a boy named Dennis through a series of personal matters such as; his mother 
leaving home; a challenging relationship with his brother and father; his new found friendship 
with the most popular girl in school; and of course… A DRESS!  
 

 

 

Key Maths to learn at home: 
Times tables – A strong knowledge of times tables is essential for maths success in Upper Key Stage 2. Children should 
be able to instantly recall all there multiplications to 12x12. Home support through games, quizzing and challenges is 
invaluable in supporting them. All the times tables are available in the back section of the planner.  
Reading and writing numbers – By the end of Year 5 children should be able to read and write all numbers up to a 
million. To help at home ask children to read numbers that they encounter in their everyday lives, such as when you are 
out and about i.e. in the shops, or while watching television.  
 

Ways to help your child: 
 Try to listen to your child read each night and record this in their planner; 

 Ensure they are at school on time with their right equipment; 

 Ensure your child completes their homework on time; 

 Ensure that they have appropriate clothing for the weather and correct school uniform; 

 Ask them about what they have been learning in school! 
 

Diary dates and special events: 
Thursday 29th September – Family learning market. 
Monday 17th October – Parent consultations. 
 

PE Days and kit required: 
Monday and Thursday. Indoor and outdoor kit. 


